Do It Yourself Wedding Package
The wedding planning service for self-makers with a penchant for perfectionism

For those who want to organize their own wedding and have specific questions, creative suggestions or
play safe, that you have forgotten nothing, the Do It Yourself package is the right one. Together, we
examine and optimize your concept for feasibility, and here and there we turn one or the other risk of
breakdown and give ideas the icing on the cake. This will make your day unforgettable for you and your
guests!
The package is recommended at the beginning of the planning or if you are already in the middle of the
preparations, and confetti, bubbles and pigeons the big picture is no longer seen.
The Do It Yourself Wedding package includes the following services:
•

•
•
•

two to three hours coaching. The topics - be it your schedule and your concepts, your questions
and concerns - you determine. Together, we examine your previous plans and support you on
request in the preparation of a detailed time and organization plan for the further wedding
preparations
Valuable saving tricks and tips, suggestions and inspiration to make the day perfect
Planning folder with checklists is included
Reminder service for important dates is included

This package can be added as needed, to the packages such as the ones for the location search, the
master of ceremonies or the package the deco & design or the appropriate individual performance.
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